Abstract. We consider linear iterated function systems with a random multiplicative error on the real line. Our system is {x → di + λiY x} m i=1 , where di ∈ R and λi > 0 are fixed and Y > 0 is a random variable with an absolutely continuous distribution. The iterated maps are applied randomly according to a stationary ergodic process, with the sequence of i.i.d. errors y1, y2, . . ., distributed as Y , independent of everything else. Let h be the entropy of the process, and let χ = E [log(λY )] be the Lyapunov exponent. Assuming that χ < 0, we obtain a family of conditional measures νy on the line, parametrized by y = (y1, y2, . . .), the sequence of errors. Our main result is that if h > |χ|, then νy is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure for a.e. y. We also prove that if h < |χ|, then the measure νy is singular and has dimension h/|χ| for a.e. y. These results are applied to a randomly perturbed IFS suggested by Y. Sinai, and to a class of random sets considered by R. Arratia, motivated by probabilistic number theory.
Introduction
Let {f 1 , . . . , f m } be an iterated function system (IFS) on the real line, where the maps are applied according to the probabilities (p 1 , . . . , p m ), with the choice of the map random and independent at each step. We assume that the system is contracting on average, that is, the Lyapunov exponent χ (appropriately defined) is negative. In this paper the maps will be linear, f i (x) = λ i x + d i , and then χ := m i=1 p i log λ i . If χ < 0, then there is a well-defined invariant probability measure ν on R (see [3] ). It is of interest to determine whether this measure is singular or absolutely continuous, and if it is singular, to compute its Hausdorff dimension dim H (ν) = inf{dim H (Y ) : ν(R \ Y ) = 0}.
Let h = − m i=1 p i log p i be the entropy of the underlying Bernoulli process. It was proved in [14] for non-linear contracting on average IFS (and later extended in [6] ) that dim H (ν) ≤ h/|χ|.
A question arises what happens when the entropy is greater than the absolute value of the Lyapunov exponent. One can expect that, at least "typically," the measure ν is absolutely continuous when h/|χ| > 1. Such results are known for contracting IFS (see [15, 16, 12, 13] ), but extending them to the case when it is only contracting on average remains a challenge.
In this paper we study a modification of the problem which makes it more tractable, namely we consider linear IFS with a random multiplicative error. Our
, where d i ∈ R and λ i > 0 are fixed and Y ≥ 0 is a random variable with an absolutely continuous distribution. The iterated maps are applied randomly according to a stationary ergodic process, with the sequence of i.i.d. errors y 1 , y 2 , . . ., distributed as Y , independent of everything else. Let h be the entropy of the process, and let χ = E [log(λY )] be the Lyapunov exponent (the symbol E denotes expectation). Assuming that χ < 0, we obtain a family of conditional measures ν y on the line, parametrized by y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . .), the sequence of errors. Our main result is that if h > |χ|, then ν y is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure L for a.e. y. We also prove that if h < |χ|, then the measure ν y is singular and has dimension h/|χ| for a.e. y. Random IFS are quite well understood under separation conditions (see [9, 10] ), and the novelty here is that overlaps are allowed.
Before stating the general results precisely, we describe two examples that motivated our work. Consider the random series X = 1 + Z 1 + Z 1 Z 2 + . . . + Z 1 Z 2 · · · Z n + . . . Observe that ν a is supported on [ 1 a , ∞) for all a > 0. Note that ν a is the invariant measure for the IFS {1+ (1− a)x, 1+ (1+ a)x}, with probabilities ( ) and Y has an absolutely continuous distribution on (1 − ε 1 , 1 + ε 2 ) for small ε 1 and ε 2 , with a bounded density, such that E [log Y ] = 0. The "errors" y i at each step are i.i.d. with the distribution of Y , and are independent of everything else. Let ν a y be the conditional distribution of Z, given a sequence of errors y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . .).
Our second example is probabilistic in its origin (rather than a random perturbation of a deterministic one, as above). It comes from a question of Arratia son process with intensity θx −1 dx. Consider the random sum Z = i≥1 J i X i where J 1 , J 2 , . . . are "fair coins" with values in {0, 1}, independent of each other and of everything else. One is interested in the conditional distribution ν θ y of Z given the process {Y i }, and in its support,
Observe that this fits into our class of IFS {d i + λ i Y x} m i=1 , by taking m = 2,
The entropy of the "fair coins"
process is h = log 2, so h/|χ| = θ log 2.
Proposition 1.2. Let Z = i≥1 J i X i as above. Let ν θ y be the conditional distribution of Z given the process {Y i }, and let S θ y be the support of ν θ y .
y ≪ L with a continuous density, hence S θ y contains an interval, for a.e. y.
An intriguing open problem is whether S θ y contains intervals for a.e. y when θ ∈ ( 
; in other words, we consider only the sums corresponding to the "Fibonacci" shift of finite type.
Statement of results
Consider a random variable Y with an absolutely continuous distribution η on (0, ∞), such that for some C 1 > 0 we have
Let R N be the infinite product equipped with the product measure η ∞ := η N .
Let µ be an ergodic σ-invariant measure on Σ = {1, . . . , m} N , where σ is the left shift. Denote by h(µ) the entropy of the measure µ. We consider linear IFS with a random multiplicative error {x 
Throughout the paper, we assume that 2) which means that the IFS is contracting on average. The natural projection Π :
3)
is a Borel map defined µ × η ∞ a.e., since n −1 log(λ 1...n y 1...n ) → E [log(λY )] < 0 a.e., by the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem. For a fixed y ∈ R N we define Π y : Σ → R and the measure ν y on R as Π y (i) := Π(i, y) and ν y := (Π y ) * µ.
We need to impose a condition which guarantees that the maps of the IFS are sufficiently different. We consider two cases which cover the interesting examples that we know of. We assume that either all the digits are distinct: 5) or all the digits d i are equal to some d = 0 (which we can assume to be 1, without loss of generality), but the average contraction ratios are all distinct:
Theorem 2.1. Let ν y be the conditional distribution of the sum (2.3) given y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . .). We assume that (2.1), (2.2) hold, and either (2.5) or (2.6) is satisfied.
Assuming that µ is a product (Bernoulli) measure, that is, µ = (p 1 , . . . , p m ) N and h(µ) = |χ(µ, η)|, we can show that the measure ν y is singular for a.e. y. 
Note that in the proposition we do not make any assumptions on the distribution of Y . If Y is any non-constant random variable, then the proposition applies. On the other hand, it includes the case when Y is constant (in other words, this is a usual IFS with no randomness), but λ j /p j is not constant. Then of course Y can be eliminated altogether and there is no a.e. y in the statement. In the special case
We should emphasize that Proposition 2.2, as well as the upper dimension estimate in (2.8), are rather standard; they are included for completeness, in order to indicate that our results are sharp.
Next we discuss two special cases which include the examples from the Introduction.
2.1. Sums of products of i.i.d. random variables. Suppose that (2.6) holds and µ = (p 1 , . . . , p m ) N . Then we are led to a random variable
where Z i are independent with the distribution of Z = λY , where λ = λ j with probability p j and Y , independent of λ, satisfies (2.1), as in the general case. Then
The measure ν y is the conditional distribution of X given y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . .), a realization of the process {Y i }.
Thus Proposition 1.1 on the randomly perturbed Sinai's problem is a special case of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2.
2.2.
Homogeneous case: random measures. Suppose that λ i = λ for all i ≤ m, so we have d i = d j for i = j by (2.5). We are led to the random sums When µ is Bernoulli, that is, µ = (p 1 , . . . , p m ) N , there is an alternative method to study ν y which goes back to the work of Kahane and Salem [7] and uses Fourier transform. It requires a stronger assumption on the distribution η, namely that η has compact support and dη/dx is of bounded variation. 
Observe that in the uniform case, when p i = 1 m for i ≤ m, we get the same threshold |χ(η)| = log m for absolute continuity in Theorem 2.1(a) and for absolute continuity with a density in L 2 , in Theorem 2.3(a). 
We let S(y) = S Σ (y). Denote by h top (Γ) the topological entropy of (Γ, σ). In the next three corollaries we consider a digit set {d 1 , . . . , d m } satisfying (2.5), that is, all the digits are assumed to be distinct. For a random variable η we let χ(η) := log η dη < 0.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that η satisfies (2.1) and χ(η) < 0.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that η satisfies (2.11) and χ(η) < 0. We consider Γ = Σ.
(a) If log m > 2|χ(η)|, then S(y) contains an interval for η ∞ a.e. y.
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that Y is any non-constant random variable on (0, ∞) 
2 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Theorem 2.1(a) is proved in Sections 3 and 4; the latter also contains a key "transversality lemma," which is used in the proof of both Theorem 2.1(a) and the lower estimate in Theorem 2.1(b).
Then Theorem 2.1(b) is derived in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the proofs of other results, especially Theorem 2.3, following the method of Kahane and Salem.
Finally, Section 7 contains some open questions.
Preliminaries and the Proof of Theorem 2.1(a)
Notation. For ω ∈ {1, . . . , m} n we denote by [ω] the cylinder set of i ∈ Σ which start with ω.
By adding the constant E [log Y ] to log λ and subtracting it from log Y , we can assume without loss of generality that
. In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we need to make a certain "truncation" both in R N and in Σ. By the Law of Large Numbers,
By Egorov's Theorem, for any ε > 0 there exists
Next we do the truncation in Σ. By the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem,
By the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem,
Applying Egorov's Theorem, we can find G ε ⊂ Σ, with µ(G ε ) > 1 − ε, such that the convergence in (3.2) and (3.3) is uniform on G ε .
Define µ ε = µ| Gε and let ν ε y = (Π y ) * µ ε . We can work with measures ν ε y instead of ν y . Indeed, if ν ε y ≪ L for all ε > 0, then ν y ≪ L, and dim H (ν y ) = sup ε>0 dim H (ν ε y ). Since we can obviously assume that F ε ⊂ F ε ′ for ε ′ < ε, (2.7) will follow if we prove that
Similarly, (2.8) will follow if we prove that
Beginning of the Proof of Theorem 2.1(a). Fix ε ∈ (0, 1); our goal is to prove (3.4) assuming that −h(µ) < χ(µ) < 0. We can fix positive θ < ρ such that −h(µ) < log θ < log ρ < χ(µ) < 0. (3.6)
Next fix δ > 0 such that
Using the uniform convergence on F ε and G ε , we can find N = N (ε, δ, θ, ρ) ∈ N such that, in view of (3.1), 8) and, in view of (3.6),
We can decompose the measure into the sum of measures on cylinders:
Thus it is enough to show that
Proposition 3.1. There exists C = C(ε) > 0, such that for all r > 0,
We will prove the proposition in the next section. Before that, using the proposition we prove Theorem 2.1(a).
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 2.1(a).
In order to prove (3.11), it is enough to verify that
where
is the lower derivative of a measure ν, see [11, 2.12] . Observe that
by the definition of ν ε y,ω . Using this with Fatou's Lemma, and exchanging the order of integration, we obtain that
where A(r) was defined in (3.13). Thus I < ∞ follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.
Transversality lemma and the proof of Proposition 3.1
We begin with a technical lemma, which is a key for the proof of both parts of By the definition of ϕ and Π we have
Note that Φ(y, i, j) does not depend on
Lemma 4.1. Let δ > 0, ρ ∈ (0, 1), and N ∈ N. Consider
There exists C 2 > 0 such that for all k ≥ N , for all i, j ∈ G, with |i ∧ j| = k,
Proof. First suppose that the condition (2.5) holds. Then b := min ℓ =s |d ℓ − d s | > 0.
Since i ∈ G and k ≥ N , we have for y ∈ F by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3):
we have |∆ k+1 | ≥ b since i k+1 = j k+1 . We can assume that ∆ k+1 < 0; otherwise, we just switch i and j. Since the left-hand side of (4.4) is always bounded above by one, (4.4) holds for r ≥ (1+δ) −k ρ k b/2 with the constant 6) and this implies Φ > 0, in view of y k+1 being positive and the fact that ∆ k+1 ≤ −b.
Moreover, the right-hand side of (4.6) implies
Note that B depends on y k+2 , y k+3 , . . . but not on y k+1 . We have
By (2.1), we obtain that for any y k+2 , y k+3 , . . .,
This implies the desired inequality (4.4) by Fubini Theorem, since y k+1 is independent of y k+2 , y k+3 , . . . Now suppose that the condition (2.6) holds. Then by (4.1) and (4.2),
does not depend on y k+2 . Since i ∈ G and k ≥ N , we have for y ∈ F :
Here |λ i k+1 − λ j k+1 | ≥ b ′ := min ℓ =s |λ ℓ − λ s | > 0 by (2.6), and we argue similarly to the first case to obtain (4.4), with
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let
where ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω k ) ∈ {1, . . . , m} k for some k. Denote
We can apply Lemma 4.1 with N = N (ε). Then F ε ⊂ F and G ε ⊂ G by (3.8) and (3.9), so for i, j ∈ G ε , with |i ∧ j| = k ≥ N , we have
Thus for |ω| = k ≥ N ,
On the other hand,
in view of (3.9). Combining this with (4.8) and (4.7) we obtain
where we used that |ω|=k µ([ω]) = 1 and (3.7). The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.1(b)
Fix ε ∈ (0, 1); our goal is to prove (3.5) assuming that −h(µ) ≥ χ(µ).
Estimate from below. Fix an arbitrary α < h(µ)/|χ(µ)|; it is enough to prove that
We can find θ, ρ, δ > 0 such that
, |χ(µ)| < − log ρ, and h(µ) > − log θ.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.1(a), we can find N = N (ε, δ, θ, ρ) such that
We will use the decomposition (3.10) again. 
Thus the desired estimate (5.1) will follow by Fubini's Theorem, if we show that
After changing the variables and reversing the order of integration we obtain
where again
Suppose that |i ∧ j| = k. The inner integral in (5.5) is equal to
The first integral in the right-hand side is estimated by Lemma 4.1, and the second integral is estimated by the trivial estimate η{·} ≤ 1 yielding the inequality
Substituting this into (5.5) we obtain
Now we can apply (4.9) to get
by (5.2).
Estimate from above. Dimension estimates from above are fairly standard.
This is also the case here, although there are technical complications because of the generality of our set-up. Note that we obtain the upper bound for all, rather than almost all, y ∈ F ε , and the distribution of y i 's is irrelevant here. (Recall that F ε was defined at the beginning of Section 3.) A similar upper bound for (possibly nonlinear, but non-random) contracting on average IFS was obtained in [14, 6] .
Fix an arbitrary α > h(µ)/|χ(µ)|; it is enough to prove that
We fix ε > 0 and y ∈ F ε for the rest of this proof.
Now let γ > 0 and consider G γ , with µ(G γ ) > 1 − γ, such that the convergence in (3.2) and (3.3) is uniform on G γ . Further, let C 3 > 0 be such that
, and the measure of the complement of the set of i satisfying the inequality in (5.8)
where we used that µ is σ-invariant in the last step. It follows that
Recall that our goal is to prove dim H (ν y ) ≤ α. Billingsley's Theorem (see [5, p.171]) states that
Thus it is enough to verify that lim inf
for ν y a.e. x. Since ν y = µ • Π −1 y and in view of (5.9), this will follow if we prove (5.10) for all x ∈ Π y (H γ ), for every γ > 0. To this end, let us fix γ > 0 and
Since α > h(µ)/|χ(µ)|, we can find θ, ρ, δ > 0 such that
, |χ(µ)| > − log ρ, and h(µ) < − log θ.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.1(a), we can find N such that (3.8) holds and
Let r k = 2C 3 ρ n k (1 + δ) n k . We claim that for all k sufficiently large,
(the equality here is by definition; the claim is the inequality). Indeed, let j ∈
using (5.13), (3.8) and the fact that σ n k i, σ n k j ∈ Ω γ , where Ω γ is defined by (5.7).
This, combined with (5.11), proves (5.14). Now, keeping in mind that the numerator and denominator below are negative, we obtain lim inf
where we used (5.13) and (5.12). The proof is complete.
Proofs of other results
6.1. Method of Kahane-Salem. Here we prove Theorem 2.3 using a variant of the approach from [7] . Recall that for a finite measure ν on R its Fourier transform is defined by ν(ξ) = R e itξ dν(t).
Definition 6.1. For a finite measure ν on R, its Sobolev dimension is defined as
is also known as the correlation dimension of the measure ν. If E α (ν) < ∞ for α > 1, then ν ≪ L, and its density is said to have the fractional derivative of order
ν has a density in L 2 (R) (this is just Plancherel's Theorem), and if dim s (ν) > 2, then ν has a continuous density, see e.g. In particular, if 0 > χ(η) > log β, then ν y ≪ L with a density in L 2 (R) for η ∞ a.e.
y. If 0 > χ(η) > 1 2 log β, then ν y ≪ L with a continuous density for η ∞ a.e. y.
In view of Remark 6.2, Theorem 2.3 is contained in Theorem 6.3.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Since λ i = λ for all i ≤ m, we can assume without loss of
Our goal is to prove that for every α < | log β|
for η ∞ a.e. y. Fix α < | log β| |χ(η)| for the rest of the proof. By the the Law of Large Numbers and Egorov's Theorem, for any ε > 0 we can find F ε ⊂ R N such that η ∞ (F ε ) > 1 − ε and (y 1...n ) 1/n → e χ(η) uniformly on F ε . It suffices to verify (6.2) for η ∞ a.e. y ∈ F ε > 0, for an arbitrary ε > 0. Fix ε > 0 for the rest of the proof.
The result will follow by Fubini's Theorem if we can show that
Recall that ν y is the conditional distribution of X in (2.10) given y, with λ = 1, which can be viewed as a sum of independent discrete random variables. Thus, ν y is the infinite convolution product
where δ is the Dirac's delta. Its Fourier transform is
Now the argument essentially follows the proof of [7, Théorème II] . We have
Clearly,
Denote by F n ε the projection of F ε onto R n (the first n coordinates). Then, since f ξ,ℓ+1 depends only on y 1 , . . . , y ℓ , we obtain
Integration by parts (see e.g. [8, p. 25] ) shows that the Fourier transform of a compactly supported function of bounded variation is bounded above by c|t| −1 .
Recall that α < | log β|/|χ(η)|; choose ρ < e χ(η) such that α < | log β|/|χ(η)|. Since y 1/n 1...n converges to e χ(η) uniformly on F ε , we can find N ∈ N such that
It follows from (6.4) and (6.6) that for ℓ ≥ N + 1,
provided that |ξ| ≥ ρ −ℓ . Clearly this condition holds for ℓ ′ < ℓ if it holds for ℓ, so we can iterate (6.7) to obtain, assuming |ξ| ≥ ρ −ℓ :
where C ′ > 0 depends on N but not on ξ. We conclude that
But log β/| log ρ| < −α, hence
and the proof is complete.
6.2. Proof of Proposition 2.2. Consider the probability space Σ × R N with the measure P := µ × η ∞ . Under the assumptions of the proposition, Z n := log p in − log λ in − log y n are i.i.d. non-constant random variables with mean zero.
Let
By the Law of Iterated Logarithm, we have
For (i, y) ∈ lim sup B n and k ∈ N let
which is well-defined and finite. Let
note that A n is independent of i 1 , . . . , i n , y 1 , . . . , y n . Since the probability P is σ-invariant and Π y (i) is finite a.s., we have P (
as k → ∞. In the last displayed line we used that A n and {τ k = n} are independent events and that ∞ n=k P {τ k = n} = 1 by (6.8). It follows that
By Fubini, there exists Ω ⊂ R N such that η ∞ (Ω) = 1 and
has µ(Σ y ) = 1 for every y ∈ Ω. We claim that L(Π y (Σ y )) = 0 for every y ∈ Ω, which will imply that ν y = µ • Π −1 y ⊥ L. Fix y ∈ Ω and k ∈ N. Observe that Σ y ⊂ n≥k {i : (i, y) ∈ A n ∩ B n }. For any (i, y) ∈ A n ∩ B n and (j, y) ∈ [i, n] ∩ A n we have
Here we used first that (i, y), (j, y) ∈ A n , and then that (i, y) ∈ B n . Summing over all cylinders of length n (using that i 1 ...in p i 1 ...in = 1), and then summing over n we obtain 
